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In the mid and late 20th century, with the crisis in welfare state and the spring up 
of democratization wave, Bureaucratic Administration Theory suffered with 
unprecedented criticism. To search for a Democratic Administration form which can 
overcome the defects of Bureaucratic Administration form became the focus of public 
Administrationn study area. Among numerous Democratic Administration theories, 
Vincent Ostrom’s theory of Democratic Administration, featured in Polycentricity is 
undoubtedly the most representative one. With some researches of modern political 
economists, using institutional analyzing method, Ostrom constructed a series of 
Democratic Administration system fundamentally different from Bureaucratic 
Administration. This article try to starts with the overview of the background of 
Democratic Administration theory, then make a systemic study of his theory, in this 
basis, the last part puts forward the significance of Ostrom’s Theory for the 
Administration reform of china. The body of the article is divided into four parts: 
The first part: The background of Vincent Ostrom’s Democratic Administration 
theory. This part analyzes the reason why Democratic Administration theory emerge 
in the mid and late 20th century from social background and theoritical background. 
The second part: Main content of Vincent Ostrom’s Democratic Administration 
theory. This part summarizes the concept of Ostrom’s Democratic Administration 
theory from the angles of static description and dynamic development. 
The third part: Comments on Vincent Ostrom’s Democratic Administration 
theory. With practices, this part comment on Ostrom’s Democratic Administration 
theory, on the basis of affirming his theory, this part also consider its limitations.  
The fourth part: Significance of Vincent Ostrom’s Theory for the Administration 
reform of china. Modern china is in the stage of transition from planned economy to 
market economy. Combined with Democratic Administration theory, this part analyze 
some key questions in our Administration reform. 















supply a different way for thinking public Administration reform. but bureaucratic 
Administration still has the place and necessity for existence, in order to serve for 
public administration, it’s better to search for the reasonable aspects of both theories 
rather than replacing one theory with another one.  
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